Visa U.S. Merchant Contactless Chip
Deployment Quick Reference Guide
To support the migration to EMV® contactless for U.S. merchants, Visa
has streamlined its U.S. acquirer contactless chip (also known as quick
Visa Smart Debit/Credit or qVSDC) Level 3 (L3) certifications for terminal
devices that are already certified for EMV contact chip, including those
with legacy support for Magnetic Stripe Data (MSD) contactless. For
merchants that do not currently accept EMV contact chip, Visa strongly
recommends certifying the terminal for both qVSDC and Quick Chip at
the same time to greatly reduce development, required test cases, and
testing cycles. As a reminder, U.S. merchants that accept contactless
must actively enable qVSDC no later than 13 April 2019. This document
describes merchant qVSDC deployment along with recommended
terminal settings.

Learning and Planning
Regardless of a merchant’s current acceptance technology, Visa strongly recommends that merchants adopt qVSDC together with
Quick Chip to ensure an optimal POS experience and streamlined testing requirements.
• Merchants new to EMV or that only accept contact EMV should adopt qVSDC and Quick Chip
• Merchants that currently accept MSD contactless should upgrade to qVSDC
Review relevant Visa resources for learning:
• Chip Bytes presentation on EMV Contactless Chip Acceptance and other EMV topics
• Visa EMV Newsletters and other EMV learning resources
• Quick Chip Implementation Steps For best POS experience and streamlined testing, qVSDC and Quick Chip implementations go
hand in hand
• Visa Minimum U.S. Online Only Terminal Configuration describes Visa’s recommended terminal settings that apply both to contact
and contactless acceptance
• Visa Core Rules Section 5.7.1 contains information on contactless acceptance requirements
• Transaction Acceptance Device Guide and Acquirer Implementation Guide for more technical information

Testing Considerations
Visa’s streamlined U.S. acquirer contactless chip L3 self-certification process provides an autonomous, simple, and fast process to
migrate to qVSDC:
• For devices that are currently certified for EMV contact chip, Visa does not require a formal EMV L3 terminal certification with
the Acquirer/Processor when adding qVSDC. Only self-testing is required. See the EMV Newsletter October/November 2018 for
required testing steps for your particular starting point
• Refer to the Visa U.S. EMV Chip Terminal Testing Requirements for additional details
• Use either a U.S. Visa-Confirmed Acceptance Test Tool or the Visa CDET mobile application, available on Google Play Store (must be
installed on an Android NFC-capable mobile device), to run applicable U.S. CDET test cases. Note that the majority of US acquirer
certifications use a US Visa-Confirmed Test Tool
• There is no requirement to L3 certify contactless chip for all the payment networks at the same time. Visa’s contactless kernel is
100% independent from the other payment networks. Therefore, replacing Visa’s legacy MSD contactless with qVSDC or adding
qVSDC can be completed in an autonomous manner.
• Importantly, if the Visa Level 2 (L2) kernel already supports qVSDC, only a re-configuration of the L2 kernel is required, with no
additional L2 testing1
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Existing terminals can remain in market beyond the approval expiration as long as there are no changes to the kernel or chip processing logic. This would include
existing inventory already in the distribution channel as long as there are no interoperability issues. Review with your kernel provider, as the provider may need to
update the kernel. Refer to the Kernel Management Guidelines webcast available at http://www.emv-connection.com/emv-resources/ and the latest version of
EMVCo Type Approval Bulletin No. 11 for more details. However, new terminals should be deployed with the updated kernel.

EMV® is a registered trademark in the U.S. and other countries and an unregistered trademark elsewhere. The EMV trademark is owned by EMVCo, LLC.
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Contactless Cardholder Verification Methods (CVM) & Terminal Setting Recommendations
U.S. Terminal CVM Configuration Recommendations for Contactless
How a U.S. contactless terminal is configured for CVM (Cardholder Verification Methods) can have an impact on the cardholder
experience at the POS. This includes CDCVM (Cardholder Device CVM) where the cardholder is authenticated on a device with a
finger print, facial recognition, or other method. Unlike EMV contact chip where the card controls CVM priority, in contactless the
CVM priority is controlled by the Visa specifications. Therefore, the Terminal Transaction Qualifiers (TTQs) should not indicate support
for “(Contact Chip) Offline PIN” as this would unnecessarily force an offline PIN preferring card to be dipped for transactions above the
CVM limit.2 If there is not a matching CVM, the transaction will be attempted via the contact interface.
For a transaction that selects the Visa AID, the Visa recommendations for CVM limits and terminal settings will depend on whether the
final amount is known at the time the cardholder can tap.

Transactions That Select the Visa AID
Transaction $ Not Known at Time of Tap3

Transaction $ Known at Time of Tap

CVM Limit?

Set CVM limit to zero

Optionally set a CVM limit (suggested to match VEPS). If
transaction value under limit  No CVM

Mobile Transactions

CDCVM applies above CVM limit4

CDCVM applies above CVM limit4

Signature preferring cards

Optionally capture signature (not required)

Optionally capture signature (not required)

Online PIN preferring cards5

Capture PIN while scanning goods

Capture PIN if over CVM limit

For a transaction that selects the Common AID, Visa does not make specific recommendations related to CVM limits. The merchant
has the option to set the CVM limit to zero and always prompt for PIN, which will maximize routing choice. The merchant may also
set a CVM limit below which there will be No CVM.

Transactions That Select the Common AID
Transaction $ Not Known at Time of Tap3

Transaction $ Known at Time of Tap

CVM Limit?

Set CVM limit to zero

Optionally set a CVM limit per merchant business needs

Mobile Transactions

Capture PIN while scanning goods

Capture PIN if over CVM limit

Online PIN preferring cards5

Capture PIN while scanning goods

Capture PIN if over CVM limit

Additional Suggested Terminal Settings and Reminders
Following are some additional recommendations and reminders to ensure that cardholders have the smoothest experience possible
at the POS:
• EMV Contactless and Quick Chip both allow “pre-tap”/“pre-dip” which allows the cardholder to tap or insert at any time at the POS
• Terminal Transaction Qualifiers (TTQs, tag '9F 66') recommended settings: support qVSDC, NOT support MSD, Contact EMV,
Signature, and CDCVM ('32 00 40 00'). Optionally support Online PIN ('36 00 40 00')6
– In unattended environments, signature should be indicated as supported, even though it will not be captured
• On offline PIN preferring cards, typically from chip and PIN markets, the CVM limits (different than contactless transaction limits)
may force a chip and PIN transaction if the issuer has set up the card in this manner
• Contactless transaction limits (amount above which a transaction cannot be made over contactless interface) are no longer
permitted globally and must be disabled
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For unattended terminals with higher value transactions, to prevent unnecessary declines, merchants should set the CVM limit to zero and TTQs to support both
Offline and Online PIN. Additionally, although signature will not be captured, unattended terminals should indicate support for signature. Offline PIN preferring
cards (generally from Europe and CEMEA) will be prompted to insert and provide PIN. This is common practice in those markets, so the cardholders will know how
to proceed.
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Also known as “pre-tap”/“pre-dip”.

4

Some mobile wallets force CDCVM for all transactions.

5

Only a very small number of Visa cards are Online PIN preferring.

6

Set floor limit to zero to always go online.
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